NAME: ____________________________
ID: ______________________________

FULFILLED

Natural Science Options
EBIO 1210/1230
CHEM 1011
CHEM 1113/1114
PHYS 2010
GEOG 1011

Math Options
MATH 1150
MATH 1300
MATH 2510
SOCY 2061

PICK TWO Semester:
1110- EPOD Studio
1120- ARCH Studio
1130- LAND Studio
1140- PLAN Studio

Submit petition to get these options approved. Petition can be found on the ENVD Website.

Honors
Study Abroad
Studio-Like Classes
(TAM, Lighting Design)
Ask your advisor about this process.

Specialized Electives:
ENVD electives
Non-ENVD electives
Transfer Credits
Studio (2100 or 3100)
Internship

SEMESTER ONE- SPRING 2019
ENVD 1052- Design & Communication 1 (3)
ENVD 1004- Intro to Design Thinking (3)
ENVD 2001- Human Behavior & Design (3)
ENVD 2003- Ecology & Design (3)
Lower Division Writing (3)

SEMESTER TWO- SUMMER 2019
ENVD 1102- Design & Communication 2 (4)
ENVD 1104- Visual Communication & Technology (2)

SEMESTER THREE- FALL 2019
PICK TWO- ENVD 1110, 1120, 1130, or 1140 (6)
ENVD 1022- Technology 3 (1)
ENVD 1976- Research Colloquium (1)
ENVD 2101- Policy, Planning, and Implementation (3)
ENVD 1024- History of the Built Environment (3)
Lower Division Social Science (3)

SEMESTER FOUR- SPRING 2020
EPOD 2100- Foundations of Environmental Product Design (6)
EPOD 2004- History & Theory EPOD (3)
Upper Division Writing Requirement (3)
Lower Division Arts & Humanities (3)
Elective (3)

SEMESTER FIVE- FALL 2020
EPOD 3100- Intermediate Environmental Product Design (6)
EPOD 3101- Ethics and Professional Responsibility (3)
Upper Division General Education Course (AH or SS) (3)
ENVD Elective (3)

SEMESTER SIX- SPRING 2021
PICK ONE- PLAN 2100, LAND 2100, ARCH 2100 or EPOD 3100 (6)
EPOD 3105- Applied Design Thinking & Entrepreneurship (3)
Natural Science (4-5)
ENVD Elective (3)
Elective (3)

Study Abroad-Optional

SEMESTER SEVEN- FALL 2021
Specialized Elective (3)
Specialized Elective (3)
EPOD 4012- Capstone Proposal Course (3)
Mathematics (4-5)
ENVD Elective (3)

Study Abroad- Optional

SEMESTER EIGHT- SPRING 2022
EPOD 4100- Capstone in Environmental Product Design (6)
ENVD Elective (3)
Elective (3)
Elective (3)